REVOLUTIONARY RISK
MANAGEMENT DRIVEN
BY REAL-TIME DATA
AdvantageGo’s powerful exposure
management solution, Exact, sets a new
standard by enabling you to quickly and
accurately visualise and manage your
entire portfolio. Enriched with curated,
up-to-the-minute intelligence, our marketleading risk aggregation engine allows you

to rapidly model natural and man-made
catastrophes across all lines of business,
all perils and all geographies. Confidently
manage complex risk, make better informed
underwriting decisions and improve your
response to events, whilst creating the
opportunity for true risk mitigation.

THE PERFECT PRODUCT FOR
EXPOSURE MANAGERS
You need to quickly, accurately and confidently interpret
and control aggregate exposures across your entire book.
To do this you need up-to-the-minute data, powerful
visualisation tools and the ability to rapidly model
all catastrophe scenarios.

FEATURES:
Global hazard analysis across all major
perils from multiple providers
Web based interface for ease of use and quick
access to exposure information
Sophisticated aggregation engine, capable
of handling complex policy structures
Best-of-breed geocoding integrated with
Google Maps and satellite imagery
Real-time event notification service to
respond to large catastrophes immediately
Customised dashboards monitoring all
global aggregation scenarios against risk
appetite thresholds
Live tracking of mobile assets such as
marine vessels to identify accumulations
of risk due to moving assets

BENEFITS:
Proactively and confidently manage complex
risk across all lines of business, perils and
geographies, on a single platform
Rapidly model natural and man-made
catastrophe scenarios, worldwide and
instantaneously interpret possible net losses
Swiftly respond to risk alerts with powerful
visualisations and personalised reports
Quickly access exposure information via a
browser from anywhere in the world
Stay ahead of the competition with
cutting-edge risk analytics, peril
scoring and accumulation control
Allow all stakeholders to view information at
the appropriate level, with the ability to drill
down to the most granular detail

ANIITA - THE REVOLUTIONARY DIGITAL ASSISTANT
By combining Exact with Aniita, you can access
(re)insurance data and insights like never before.
AdvantageGo’s revolutionary digital assistant
Aniita means that for the first time, you have
swift and accurate access to business - critical
information. Wherever you are, you can easily
access Aniita’s powerful curated insights by
chatting with Aniita using your Smartphone

or Amazon’s Alexa. Aniita connects to any
policy administration, exposure management
or third-party system as well as sourcing data
from IoT and advanced machine learning,
swiftly augmenting insights within seconds.
Natural and responsive conversations and
answers – when you need them.

